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Patent brands

B
ig consumer products companies, such as Procter &
Gamble, L’Oreal, and Coca-Cola, often have at
least a few and as many as hundreds of patents that
play a role in the development of their corporate
brand equity. Some of these patents are associated

with inventions that are vital to product performance.
Tide, for example, is a leading detergent due in no small
part to the many US and foreign patents associated with its
formulation, manufacture, and distribution. Disney, a
strong trade mark enforcer, with a brand value of $32.5
billion and a market value of $60 billion, received 110
patents between 1990 and 1999, only 22 of which were
design patents. 

This article will explore the relationship between two dif-
ferent types of IP, trade marks and patents and examine the
opportunity to increase shareholder value by regarding suc-
cessful patents more like branded products. It will show that
companies known for their brands frequently have accumu-
lated proprietary technological innovation and know-how
worth taking seriously, even if they escape the scrutiny of
most Wall Street analysts. Those companies with strong con-
sumer brands that do not exploit this side of their intangible
asset profile may be doing themselves and their shareholders
a serious disservice. Similarly, companies known for their
advanced technology and strong patent estate that fail to
capitalize on their intangible assets and other intellectual
capital by creating a sufficient level of brand awareness may
find these crown jewels under-exploited. 

Finally, we show how strong branding, such as Intel
Inside or Teflon, can complement certain patents and
patent groups and help to maximize their licensing poten-
tial, enforcement, and shareholder value. 

Wall Street’s discovery of intangibles
Wall Street has always been interested in how a company
creates value for its shareholders. Until recently, value had
been defined primarily by profitability, tangible assets, and
reputation. Now that intangibles, including patents, trade
marks, and other intellectual property, have been revealed
as major drivers of value for businesses, comprising up to
75% of companies’ wealth, money managers, investment
bankers, and others are taking intellectual property more
seriously. An illustration of financial community interest in
IP is reflected in the increased scrutiny of the topic in the
business media. From 1996 to 2000 the number of articles
mentioning intellectual property in The Wall Street Journal
increased by 25%, to more than one article every business
day. As IP volume, value, and strategic importance
increase, intelligent investors are asking questions they did
not even consider a few years ago: what are the firm’s intel-
lectual property assets?; what does the IP mean in terms of
performance and competitive advantage?; and how are
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inventions, processes, content, names, and other innova-
tions being managed? 

In today’s knowledge-dominated economy, perception
counts. It is not enough for firms to identify and properly
nurture their IP. They must also convey IP strengths to key
audiences in the hope of establishing a strong IP brand.
Unfortunately, while a few firms have worked quietly (or
not so quietly) to establish and maintain IP brand-aware-
ness, most still do not believe that it is necessary to do so.

The primary focus for IP has been on IP management, the
identification, classification, and exploitation mainly of
patent rights. While these functions are important, it is often
difficult for market participants such as investors to translate
their results into information that they can readily evaluate.
Perhaps equally as important as successfully identifying and
classifying IP, maybe even more important, is conveying the
results of IP management to key audiences in a meaningful
way. Firms that underestimate the interest and intelligence of
investors regarding IP and fail to educate, quantify, and com-
municate, are going to be in for a rude awakening. The fail-
ure to convey IP strengths – such as number and types of
patent assets, strategy, licensing revenue and transactions,
competitive IP position, and successful enforcement actions
– can be a major impediment for companies that wish to
establish or to reinforce how their inventions and other inno-
vations are perceived. These firms run the risk of being mis-
understood in the product marketplace and on Wall Street,
or, even worse, understood too late.

A systematic approach to conveying information about a
firm’s patent strengths – patent branding, if you will – can
itself be a source of value in the same way other firm intan-
gibles create value. Typically, firms communicate informa-
tion about a wide variety of important developments related
to their current and future prospects. For example, they

announce new products, new senior manager appointments,
management’s outlook on economic conditions, and overall
firm strategy. They also spend tens of millions of dollars in
advertising to position their products and identity, to create
awareness, and to reinforce credibility. From these commu-
nications, market participants develop opinions about the
value of a business. If the firm does not include information
about IP in its communications, it is leaving out an impor-
tant aspect of the investment public’s information set. IP-
savvy firms convey a coherent IP message to their con-
stituents, either explicitly or implicitly. For example, they
realize that it is dangerous to assume that stakeholders in
patent-intensive companies are uninterested or incapable of
understanding a relative position of strength.

Firms interested in maximizing value need to communi-
cate selected information about their proprietary innova-
tions and IP strategy. This can be challenging because
patents and IP strategy can be abstract and difficult to
describe to those without a technical background or to
those who are unfamiliar with the role of intellectual prop-
erty in a particular industry. Additionally, published finan-
cial statements and other public disclosures do not gener-
ally include information about IP assets. Moreover, there is
little framework and no common language available to
help firms communicate about IP. A possible solution is for
a firm to systematically educate and convey information
about its IP assets, value, performance, and its role in the
firm’s overall business strategy.

Firm value depends on both IP value and brand
value
Firms in traditional technology industries such as comput-
ers, semiconductors and pharmaceuticals spend large sums,
often a billion dollars or more, on research and develop-
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ment (R&D) (IBM, for example, spent $4.3 billion in
2000). However, significant R&D spending is not limited
to what are typically thought of as technology-intensive
firms. Companies such as Unilever, Procter & Gamble,
Ford and Boeing each spend in excess of $1 billion annual-
ly on R&D. Significant R&D expenditures often result in
the creation of valuable IP. Patent issuance data seem to
support this conclusion. Box 1 shows that Procter &
Gamble, Caterpillar, and L’Oreal – which are not normally
thought of as technology leaders – spent significant R&D
dollars in 2000 and were, in fact, awarded more patents
than 3M, Compaq, and Merck.

The traditional role of branding in patent strategy is
essentially separate and linear. Brand activity occurs near
but apart from the deployment of IP rights, resulting in sep-
arate revenue-generating civilities. Under a more enlight-
ened or integrated view (see box 2), brand and IP rights are
brought together for common activities, potentially yield-
ing greater shareholder value.

Many firms that are not traditionally thought of as tech-
nology firms develop significant IP without reporting large
R&D expenditures. These firms innovate through less for-
mal means than traditional technology firms, but have rec-
ognized the importance of protecting their innovations.
The list shown in box 3 contains several large consumer
products firms that have a significant number of design and
utility patents. Additionally, there is evidence that suggests
firms, including Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, and KFC
(Kentucky Fried Chicken), frequently do not seek patent
protection for many inventions, choosing to avoid the dis-
closure requirements of patent filing, maintaining their key
processes as trade secrets, which are protected under state
law. It is very possible that IP is more pervasive and impor-
tant in the economy than the evidence indicates.

Consumer product firms with successful R&D pro-
grammes may have a unique advantage in profiting from
their patents: the value of their patents may be enhanced by
their association with a successful branded product. One
theory of the value of a brand relies on the consumer’s abil-
ity to distinguish easily the branded product and its 

beneficial features from competing products. Consumers see
the brand and know what to expect from the product they
are purchasing. A coherent IP marketing-communications
programme tied to the brands supported by the patents may
increase the value of the IP. Obviously, a potential IP licensor
would not want to diminish the value of his or her brand by
introducing competition in the market space. However, if,
for example, P&G’s Tide contained a patented surfactant
that could be used in non-laundry applications, P&G may
increase its licensing revenue by disclosing the importance of
the patent in its successful Tide product to potential
licensees. This disclosure may help the licensee value the
technology covered by the patent and may ultimately lead to
a higher royalty rate. A coherent presentation of all of the
firm’s strengths, in this case patents and brand value, direct-
ed to stakeholders – investors, potential licensees, current
and potential shareholders, even employees – conveys value-
enhancing information.

Just as it is true that patent management is not uniquely
important to traditional high-technology firms, it is also
true that brand management is not uniquely important to
traditional consumer product firms. Virtually all firms are
interested in shaping the way outsiders see the firm’s activ-
ities and perceive its credibility and value. Many firms rely
on a brand image to facilitate perception of who they are
and what they stand for. While consumer product compa-
nies typically develop an entire stable of brands, each
aimed to achieve particular goals, as well as an overall cor-
porate brand, non-consumer product firms generally devel-
op their brand image around a few or, most likely, one con-
cept. This concept is usually then branded with the firm
name and a logo.

Several non-consumer product firms have been extreme-
ly successful at creating brands. Corporate Branding LLC
compiles an annual Corporate BrandPower score, a meas-
ure of familiarity and favorableness, for the largest publicly
traded companies in the US. According to the 2001 report,
the Microsoft Corporation has the highest score, followed
closely by The Coca-Cola Company and The Walt Disney
Company. There is also evidence to suggest that these

COMPANY 2000 SALES (in millions) UTILITY PATENTS DESIGN PATENTS TOTAL
CitiBank NA $111,826 29 0 29
Philip Morris Inc 63,276 320 24 344
Nestle SA 50,254 635 19 654
Walt Disney Co 25,402 88 22 110
Coca-Cola Inc 20,458 250 119 369
PepsiCo Inc. 20,438 51 12 63
McDonald’s, Corp 14,243 0 1 1
Anheuser-Busch Inc 12,262 10 4 14
H J Heinz Co 9,408 4 0 4
Nike Inc 8,995 67 970 1,037
Kellogg Co 6,955 24 7 31

Box 3:

Patent Awards for Consumer Brand Companies
Utility and Design Patents Awards from 1990-1999
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brands are extremely valuable. According to Interbrand,
Microsoft, IBM, General Electric, Hewlett-Packard, and
Cisco Systems rank in the top 15 of the most valuable
brands with an estimated total value of over $200 billion.

Branding has become so important and ubiquitous that
even service companies that market their products to other
businesses now consider it extremely important.
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and more recently

Accenture have both undertaken massive advertising cam-
paigns and developed images of themselves, their goals,
and objectives. In 1999, PwC hired 11 well-known pho-
tographers to capture images of its partners and staff, and
placed advertisements in 150 publications in 30 languages
to roll out its new brand image. Similarly, at the beginning
of 2001, Accenture spent $175 million to introduce itself
after its split from Anderson Worldwide.

I
BM generated approximately $1.6 billion
in IP-related royalty payments in 2000.
This is believed to be the most income of
its kind by any company. While IBM had

been generating respectable payments from
its intellectual property since early in the
1990s, according to Salomon Smith Barney
analysts John B Jones, Jr and Craig A Ellis,
additional focus and resources were placed
on patents when Louis Gerstner became CEO
in 1994. Since then, IBM has been granted the
most US patents of any company, a total of
more than 13,000. The company has about
34,000 patents worldwide. Of the US total for
2000, nearly 1,000 were awarded for soft-
ware, 400 for storage, and 1,000 for micro-
electronics. 

Since 1994, IBM has increased its yearly
royalty payments, which include software
and trade mark licensing, more than three-
fold. Current projections are based on an
estimated 15% to 20% growth rate per year
and two times corporate revenue growth, or
$1.8 billion and $2.1 billion, for 2001 and 2002
respectively. This represents a very lucrative
source of payments – with operating margins
of 97% - since the only real cost is a team of
attorneys and licensing managers.

According to Jones and Ellis: “Patent and
other royalty revenues are passed back to
the divisions that generate the IP, with the
bulk (Salomon Smith Barney estimates 80%
plus) used to offset SG&A expenses and the
remaining used to offset R&D expenses. Each

$100 million of incremental patent, copyright
and trade mark-related royalty revenue
decreases operating expense as a percent of
revenues by 0.1%. These cost offsets are part
of each division executive’s P&L plans and
provide both divisional and personal incen-
tives to increase the amount of patent and
royalty payments.” 

Additional non-cash intellectual property
benefits include cross-licensing the inven-
tions generated by the company’s more than
3,400 researchers worldwide. Often, this is a
win-win for IBM and the licensee or licensor,
since each gains access to the IP that would
otherwise be very costly or impossible to
duplicate. 

Source: Salomon Smith Barney

IBM: A compelling IP royalty story
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Ways of branding IP
To operationalize the concept of branding IP, firm man-
agers must answer four deceptively simple questions:
1) Who are the members of the target audience and what

do they want to know about the firm’s IP?
2) How should audiences quantify measures of the firm’s

IP?
3) Which methods best communicate the brand message?
4) Which IP information can and cannot be disclosed?

These questions are easily stated but difficult to answer.
They put the burden on management to define how IP fits
into the firm’s overall strategy, as well as to prove its value
and performance without disclosing sensitive information.
Doing so requires an integration of the goals and energies
of several departments, including legal, research and devel-
opment, marketing, and finance. Only through a high level
of integration can management develop and communicate
a coherent IP strategy that will be the foundation of much
of the value created through patent branding.

As a first step, managers must determine the composi-
tion of the audiences the firm wants to reach – and what
BTG CEO Ian Harvey calls their “patent literacy”.
Establishing the makeup of the audience and its literacy
with regard to IP allows managers to determine what the
audience needs to know and how best to convey the infor-
mation. Generally, audiences are made up of the various
firm stakeholders, such as investors, customers, suppliers,
and employees. Audiences may also include potential
infringers of the firm’s IP rights and other firm competitors,
as well as potential licensees or purchasers of the firm’s IP.
Audiences will most likely want to know the role IP assets
play in a firm’s profits and what the company is doing to
secure new IP. Much of this information is found through
traditional IP management activities such as identification
and classification of IP and by analyzing research and
development activities.

Secondly, while identifying the correct audience and
explaining the role of IP may be helpful, it is probably
insufficient to support an IP branding effort. Participants in
today’s marketplace desire statistics to quantify the infor-
mation that is being presented before it is incorporated into
their decision-making process. To satisfy this desire, firm
managers should provide the audience with measures to
quantify aspects of the IP portfolio that managers deter-
mine are important. Additionally, to provide a frame of ref-
erence for the audience to gauge the various IP statistics,
management should provide a set of suggested benchmarks
or peer group statistics. These points of comparison should
illustrate management’s conclusions concerning IP and
their IP strategy. The benchmarks also would be helpful in
highlighting areas where the firm has been successful and
areas that may need more attention.

Thirdly, managers must determine the most effective
communication vehicle for information about IP value and
performance. Management must carefully select the medi-
um used to convey the information. Firms that can help
investors understand IP in, for example, a section of their

annual report will help themselves. Such communication is
relatively inexpensive since it would be part of a generally
required document that is distributed regardless.
Additionally, most large firms have a review procedure
established for ensuring that the information contained in
the report accurately portrays management’s strategy and
goals. While the annual report is an excellent communica-
tion opportunity, it is not the sole medium available. Press
releases, analyst conference calls, websites, advertisements,
and product labels all provide opportunities to convey
information about the firm’s patents.

Obstacles to branding IP
While there is little doubt of the value of IP and the impor-
tance of brands and brand management, there appear to be
few examples of firms that have attempted to brand IP.
This lack of IP branding is the result of several obstacles.
Some of these obstacles involve the nature of IP itself, oth-
ers are internal to the firms that own the IP, and others
involve the environment outside these firms. One of the
biggest obstacles is that since IP, particularly patents, is
abstract and difficult to define, developing a brand image
requires the right language and tools. The term ‘IP’ has dif-
ferent meanings depending on the type of proprietary right,
the context in which it is used, and especially the industry.
This ambiguity makes developing a consistent brand image
difficult. However, this difficulty is exactly the reason
branding IP could be valuable. It is up to managers to con-
struct how they want their audience to view the firm’s IP.
The use of the concept of branding can help present this
image coherently and to frame its presentation by the goals
of the organization.

Another potential obstacle to IP branding is the differing
role IP plays in various industries. For example, in the
pharmaceutical industry, R&D expenditures are high and
since pharmaceutical patents cover the manufacture of sub-
stances shown to be effective in treating specific diseases,
the ratio of patents to products is low. This implies that one
would expect to find that pharmaceutical patents are rela-
tively easy to value and that this value can be quite large.
This conclusion is supported by the blockbuster status of
drugs such as Lipitor and Prozac, which have earned their
owners billions of dollars. Contrast the pharmaceutical
industry and its expensive (but effective) home run patents
with the semiconductor and related industries, where a
great deal of cross-licensing typically occurs. These differ-
ences indicate that the various firms are pursuing different
IP strategies. If these strategies are not conveyed in proper
context, then it may be difficult to develop a patent brand.

Not only are the number of patents different, but the
R&D cost per patent varies as well. Box 4 indicates that
manufacturing firms’ cost-per-patent varies widely. While
pharmaceutical patents may be more expensive than aver-
age, the variance between cost-per-patent at each firm is
relatively small. To effectively develop a brand, manage-
ment must help investors understand why these differ-
ences occur. This requires communication about the goals
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and progress of the R&D department and information
about the firm’s patent strategy. Since releasing this infor-
mation may help the firm’s competitors determine their
best strategy, management may, as a matter of course,
resist releasing it.

Finally, views and biases held by the public affect firms’
ability to communicate the value of their IP. Often, IP only
attracts attention when litigation is involved. Patents are
only seen as valuable when it is observed that their exis-
tence makes someone pay. On average, investors pay dear-
ly. Indirect costs associated with litigation include the bad
publicity or pitchfork effect (as opposed to the halo effect)
that follows conflict and strife. For example, one study
showed that the combined market-adjusted value of the
firms fell by an average of 3.1% within two days of their
reported involvement in a patent suit. Another study found
a 2% drop. The latter study, which sampled 530
Massachusetts companies, showed an average loss of
shareholder wealth of $67.9 million and median loss of
$20 million.

The importance of IP information
Many of the obstacles to branding IP such as the different
meanings of IP and the variances across firms and indus-
tries are also reasons why it must occur. Market partici-
pants’ misconceptions, and opaque corporate decision-
making processes, create an environment where well-struc-
tured and consistent messages about intangible assets are
valuable, if not rare. Yet, many firms do not disclose even
the most rudimentary and benign information about their
IP or IP strategy. It is naive to think that by saying as little
as possible about a firm’s ability to innovate successfully
and to articulate its IP position, investors will not form an
opinion. 

Extraordinary sales, earnings, and share price often
speak for themselves. However, performance is rarely that
black and white. In an increasingly knowledge-dependent
economy, investors need help understanding the role intan-
gibles play in company success. Sophisticated stakeholders
(investors, both internal and external, executives, competi-
tors, dealmakers, and potential infringers) form opinions

Box 4:

Average R&D Spent per Patent Award
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about a firm’s IP regardless of whether or not management
chooses to strategically communicate the value of the
firm’s intangible assets. In the absence of information,
investors will value the firm based on their vague or mis-
guided opinions of value regardless of whether these
impressions are well-informed or not.

Given the success of branding consumer and industrial
goods, branding key intangibles, such as patents, propri-
etary lists, content, names, and even trade secrets, is a log-
ical next step. The development of a coherent IP brand
image provides a foundation that supports stakeholders’
impressions and opinions of the IP strength and value of
a firm. The image creates a structure that allows man-
agers to deliver complex messages over time and provides
an opportunity to ensure that the firm is correctly valued.
Considering the difficulties associated with defining
intangible assets in general, IP branding provides an effi-
cient method that helps key audiences process important
information that is sure to play a role in their investment
decisions. 

Just as IP can be an asset, so too can IP information.
Actively managing information flow fosters a positive IP
image and minimizes misconceptions. Firms that fail to
identify and manage information associated with innova-
tion and proprietary knowledge can expect to see a materi-
al decrease in their valuation and performance – a situation
for which no manager or investor would care to be held
responsible.

© Bruce Berman and James D Woods 2002. Bruce Berman
is president of Brody Berman Associates, Inc in New York.
James D Woods is a senior manager in the financial advi-
sory services group of Deloitte & Touche, LLP in
Houston, Texas. This article is an excerpt from the book
From Ideas to Assets: Investing Wisely in Intellectual
Property, edited by Bruce Berman, and published by John
Wiley & Sons, 2002.


